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17 – Transformation – DNA
Session 17

Rom 12:1 Therefore I urge you, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your
bodies a living and holy sacrifice, acceptable to God, which is your spiritual service of
worship. 2 And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind, so that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is
good and acceptable and perfect.
Matt 17:2 And He was transfigured before them; and His face shone like the sun,
and His garments became as white as light.
Spirit, Soul & Body transformation
Dividing or separating bone & marrow – genetic level
2 Cor 6:18 “And I will be a father to you, And you shall be sons and daughters to
Me,” Says the Lord Almighty.
2 Cor 7:1 Therefore, having these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from
all defilement of flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God.
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DNA stands for deoxyribonucleic acid.
The structure of DNA is like a twisted ladder – Double helix
The rungs of the ladder are made up of “bases”
There are approximately 3 billion (3,000,000,000) chemical letters (otherwise
known as bases) in the DNA code in every cell in the body.
If unwound and tied together, the strands of DNA in one cell would stretch almost
six feet but would be only 50 trillionths of an inch wide.
If all the DNA in your body was put end to end, it would reach to the sun and back
over 600 times
It would take a person typing 60 words per minute, eight hours a day, around 50
years to type the human genome.
If all three billion letters in the human genome were stacked one millimetre apart,
they would reach a height 7,000 x the height of the Empire State Building.
Our entire DNA sequence would fill 200 1,000 page telephone directories.
Humans have roughly 100,000,000,000,000 (100 trillion cells).
Chromosomal or nuclear DNA is DNA found in the nucleus of cells.
Humans have 46 chromosomes.
DNA, chromosomes, genes?
Sections of DNA that code for proteins are called genes. The complete set of
genetic information for an organism 20,000-25,000 genes is called the genome.
Genes are pieces of DNA passed from parent to offspring in their chromosomes
that contain hereditary information.
On average, each chromosome has about 65 million DNA molecules.
Between genes, along the length of a chromosome, there are long stretches of
DNA, which had no known function.
A chromosome contains about 1000 genes.
Humans have approximately 30,000 different genes spread out over the 46
chromosomes.
Our 46 chromosomes are arranged in 23 pairs.
We inherit one copy of the pair from our Mum and one from our Dad.
Identical twins share 100% of their genes.
Siblings share 50% of their genes.
A parent and child share 50% of their genes.
You get half your genes from your mum and half from your dad, just as they got half
each from their parents, and back and back generation upon generation.
Therefore you carry a record of all past generations back to Adam & Eve
Only 2% of our DNA is coded and 98% was considered junk or alien DNA because
they couldn’t figure out what it is for
DNA is not only responsible for the construction of our body, but also serves as
data storage and in communication.
CERN 100 tapes Petabtyes (1015) - 41 grams DNA
Cells have memory storage abilities
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Russian scientists found that the genetic code, especially in the “junk” 98%, follows
the same rules as all our human languages.
Comparing the rules of syntax (the way in which words are put together to form
phrases and sentences) & semantics (the study of meaning in language forms) and
the basic rules of grammar.
By exposing DNA to sound frequency patterns on a laser beam they influenced the
DNA frequency and thus the genetic information itself.
Living DNA substance will always react to language programmed on modulated
laser rays and even to radio waves, if the proper frequencies are being used.
By simply applying sound vibration and language through light the human body can
be programmed by language, words and thoughts
Depression, grief, sadness, anger, negativity and unforgiveness actually programs
our DNA to produce sickness and disease in our cells
Praise, joy, peace and forgiveness can program our DNA to produce healing,
health and wholeness
Healing anointed prayer and laying on hands releases frequencies that can repair,
restore and reprogram our DNA
Healing
Sound and frequencies applied can re-sequence DNA patterns
Speaks words of faith, play sounds of heaven, lay hands resonating & vibrating with
heat and power
Apply faith words to change and call things back into wholeness
Matter is never destroyed it just changes form
Call it back into existence
Lost limbs, Lost hair etc.
Direct things to change form e.g. water into wine
Tumours or fat – command to dissipate

Mix the grace of God (divine enabling strings of power) that exists in the fabric of all
our beings at a sub-atomic quantum level with faith filled words of agreement to
produce a charge of anointing power.
Resonate at a frequency that can change things at a DNA genetic level

Contain latent switches that are waiting to be triggered
What triggers them?
Nurture
Trauma
Environment

Generational behaviour
Christians standards, morals and guidance based on love
Non-Christians instincts based on self protection, self preservation or self
gratification.
What do you want to pass on?
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Case study 19th century 2 families
Matt Jukes & Jonathan Edwards
Matt was an atheist who married an unbeliever - traced 560 descendants
310 died as paupers
150 criminals – 7 murderers
100 drunkards
More than half women were prostitutes
Jonathan a revivalist married a believer – traced 1394 descendants
295 graduated college, 13 became college presidents & 65 professors
3 senators, 3 governors many ambassadors
100 lawyers, 30 judges, 56 doctors
75 army or navy officers
80 held public office – 3 mayors, head US treasury official, vice president
Cost to society zero, contribution to society immeasurable
Nature & nurture etc – trigger genetic switches to turn on or off certain genes –
predisposition to:
Disease – Heart, Cancer, Diabetes, Arthritis, liver, kidney
Mental health – depression etc.
Addictions, Alcohol, Chemicals, Food, Sexual
Behaviours – Sexuality, Criminality, Religious, Occult
Genetic factors waiting for triggers are not an excuse for licence
God always makes a way to escape
God desires to transform our lives
Will be cooperate with Him?

o
o
o
o

There is a solution - to be transformed from the genetic factors
To be conformed to the image & DNA of God
To be restored to wholeness
Power of encountering God’s DNA in communion
Power of encountering the breath of God

98% “junk” DNA is now found that up to 20% contain triggers or switches that can
turn on or off genes functions and abilities
Are there triggers for God like latent abilities or other supernatural abilities?
revelations?
Enemy counterfeits real abilities that Jesus demonstrated - occult
Heroes Fly, invisible, teleport, heal
Super heroes Energy/matter conversion
Mutants X-men Telepathy, x-ray vision Telekinesis
Matter manipulation
Trans-dimensional vision
Adam lost band width perception
Flood lost band width perception
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Babel lost sound bandwidth abilities
7 keys on piano - spectrum light vision 380 nm to 750 nm
All bandwidths were keys on a keyboard - stretch to the moon

Divine Nature Assimilated
Revealed Nature Achieved
Rom 9:28 And we know that God causes all things to work together for good to
those who love God, to those who are called according to His purpose. 29 For those
whom He foreknew, He also predestined to become conformed to the image of His
Son, so that He would be the firstborn among many brethren; 30 and these whom He
predestined, He also called; and these whom He called, He also justified; and these
whom He justified, He also glorified
Heb 4:12 For the word of God is living and active and sharper than any two-edged
sword, and piercing as far as the division of soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow,
and able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart.
s
Acts 3:20 and that He may send Jesus, the Christ appointed for you, 21 whom
heaven must receive until the period of restoration of all things about which God
spoke by the mouth of His holy prophets from ancient time.
nothing broken
Strong’s Dictionary: H5771 (Iniquity): perversity, that is, (moral) evil: Thus sin, when
repeated against the knowledge of God, becomes transgression which, if it continues
long enough, eventually becomes iniquity which perverts the flesh. This perversion
changes the DNA/RNA structure of the “flesh” and “beliefs” or “attitudes” resulting in
genetic changes that are passed on from generation to generation.
Blood line & seed line iniquity enables the enemy to negatively influence our lives
What is in my DNA waiting to be triggered and switched on?
Does my DNA explain why I have a predisposition to certain patterns of behaviour,
drawings, leanings?
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Sickness & disease?
Patterns of bondage?
Serpent seed influences – Cain?
Nephilim seed influences – Angels?
Familiar & familial spirits attachments?
Blocked Supernatural abilities?
Psa 139:23 Search me thoroughly , O God, and know my heart; Try me and know my
anxious thoughts; 24 And see if there be any hurtful way in me, And lead me in the
everlasting way.
 Power of Communion & the blood of Jesus, DNA of God

